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POLARIZED ABELIAN VARIETIES AND THE HEAT

EQUATIONS

Gerald E. Welters

0. Introduction

This paper deals with the deformation theory connected with the heat
equations satisfied by the classical theta functions. Our goal is to replace
the analytical approach by a statement of algebraic nature, valid in any
characteristic.
Basing on [3] and [4] we show: Let X be a smooth algebraic variety,
Tx its tangent sheaf, and let D be an effective divisor on X. Any symmetric global section of (D 2TX defines canonically - up to isomorphism a linear infinitesimal deformation of the couple (X, D) (cf (1.9)).
(0.1) For a principally polarized abelian variety (X, 0), this leads to an
explicit computation of the first order infinitesimal deformations (X £,0£)
of the couple (X, 0) along the directions of the local moduli space of X
(cf (2.2) and (2.3)).
We apply this in Section 3 to show that the following theorem of
Andreotti and Mayer goes through in positive characteristics different
from 2 (We make no statements hereabout in the characteristic 2 case):

(0.2) THEOREM (cf [1], page 213): Let dg Hg/Sp(2g, Z) be the moduli
space of complex principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension g, and
let Fg c dg be the subspace parametrizing principally polarized jacobian
varieties. The closure ;Jg of /g is an irreducible component of the locus Ng-4
of principally polarized abelian varieties (X,03B8) such that dim(Sing(03B8))
a g - 4.
=

A short account of the main ideas of the proof of (0.2) may be found
in: D. Mumford, Curves and their Jacobians, The University of Mich173
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Ann Arbor, 1975, pages 87-89. Andreotti and Mayer’s arguanalytical and make essential use of the heat equations. A
main point in their proof is the following geometrical consequence of
these equations: Let P be a point of multiplicity 2 of the theta divisor 03B8
of a (complex) principally polarized abelian variety X. The directions of
deformation in the local moduli space of X which preserve this singularity are dual with the projectivized tangent cone of 03B8 at P.
We show that (0.1) leads to the same conclusion, in any characteristic
(cf (3.3)). The rest of the proof is almost the same as the classical one.
The irreducibility of the moduli space of curves in char p, needed to
state the theorem in its form (0.2), is taken from [2]. The reason for
skipping the case p 2 is a separability question in the proof of Lemma
(3.8), which we have not been able to overcome in this case.
In a different direction, but closely related with the foregoing, we
study the relationship between the heat equations (cf (2.2) for this terminology) and Mumford’s theory of theta structures ([10]). Let B be a kscheme, k being an algebraically closed field. Given an abelian scheme
over B with a relatively ample line bundle 2 on it, of separable type, we
consider the family of effective divisors on the fibres, which are defined
by the sections of the line bundles induced by 2. It follows from
Mumford’s work [10] (cf (2.7)) that this family is endowed with a canonical flat connection (the holonomy being the monodromy on the set of
theta structures). We show in (2.12) that this connection is given by the
heat equations.
1 am grateful to F. Oort, of whose influence 1 benefited, and to Bert
van Geemen, for several inspiring discussions on the subject of theta

igan Press,

ments

are

=

functions.

1. Linear infinitésimal déformations of sections of line bundles

(1.1) Throughout we denote by X a smooth algebraic variety, defined
algebraically closed field k. The isomorphism classes of linear
infinitesimal deformations of X are parametrized by H1TX, where Tx
denotes the sheaf of germs of k-derivations of (9x.
If L is a line bundle on X (which we identify with its sheaf of germs of
sections), the isomorphism classes of linear infinitesimal deformations of
the couple (X, L) are parametrized by H103A3L, where L L is the sheaf of
over an

germs of differential operators of order ~ 1 of L.
The above goes back to Kodaira-Spencer ([6]; cf also [4], p. 13,
Cor. 2). Assume now that s ~ H°L is a global section of L. We want to

study linear infinitesimal deformations of the triple (X, L, s). By definition,
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such

a

e2

0, L03B5 is

deformation is a triple (X03B5, L03B5, s03B5) where Xe is a flat k[8]-scheme,
a line bundle on Xe and Se is a global section of L03B5, together
with isomorphisms X ~ X03B5 ~k[03B5]k and L ~ L03B5 ~k[03B5]k (compatible with
the first one) such that Se ~k[03B5]k goes over into s. We shall say, for short,
that (X03B5, L03B5, s03B5) restricts to (X, L, s). An isomorphism between two deformations (X’03B5, L’03B5, s’03B5) and (X"03B5, L"03B5, s"03B5) is defined as a couple of k[03B5]=

isomorphisms X’03B5 ~ X"03B5 and L’03B5 ~ L"03B5 (compatible with the first one) sending s’03B5 into s"03B5 and restricting to the identity on (X, L, s).
Consider the morphism d1s: EL --+ L, defined by (d1s)(D) Ds. With
=

these notations

one

has:

(1.2) PROPOSITION: The isomorphism classes of linear infinitesimal deformations of the triple (X, L, s) are parametrized canonically by the first
hypercohomology group H1(d1s) of the complex

PROOF: Let
of X

(XE, LE, SE) be such a deformation. Consider a covering U =
by open affine subsets Ui Spec Ai, and write Uij =
Ui n Uj Spec Aij. The scheme XE is gotten by glueing the affine
schemes Ui[e]
Spec Ai[03B5] along the open subsets Uij[03B5] Spec Aij[03B5],
means
of
suitable
by
isomorphisms

(Ui)i~I

=

=

=

Writing (Ui)03B5 for
phisms (1.3)
hi:Ui[03B5]
maps

=

the scheme structure induced on Ui by
are
obtained
by choosing

(Ui)e

and

(1.3) correspond

to

taking

the

composition

hi-lhj

X03B5, the isomorisomorphisms
on

Uij[03B5].

The

isomorphisms

where 03C5ij : Aij - Aij are k-derivations. The transition conditions ensure
that {03C5ij} yields a 1-cocycle of 4Y with values in T,. The latter gives the
Kodaira-Spencer class of the deformation X03B5 of X in H1 TX.
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The exact sequence

on

Ui[e]:

Pic Ui .
Thus
yields H1O*Ui[03B5]
H1O*Ui, i.e. Pic Ui[03B5]
L03B5| Ui[03B5] ~ (L| Ui)[03B5], and the bundle L03B5 is described as the glueing of the
bundles (L|Ui)[03B5] along (L|Uij)[03B5] by means of suitable isomorphisms
(L|Uij)[03B5] ~ (L[Uij)[03B5], compatible with (1.3). Writing Mij H0(Uij, L),
the above isomorphisms are described equivalently by
=

where ~ij : Mij ~ Mij is a differential operator of order ~ 1, with associated k-derivation 03C5ij: Aij --+ Aij. By the transition conditions, {~ij}
yields a 1-cocyde of 4Y with values in 1,. This gives the deformation
class of L,, in H103A3L.
Finally, writing Mi HO(Ui, L), the section s, of L£ is described as a
collection of sections ai + bie E Mi[e], i E l, satisfying the transition conditions on Uij:
=

i.e.

notations, ai s 1 Ui, hence to give a section Se E HO Le
the section s ~ H0L amounts to give a 0-cochain
{bi} E CO(O/t, L) such that, on Uij,

According
extending

to our

=

{~ij} E C1(U, EL) is a cocycle, this condition is equivalent to
that
saying
({bj}, {~ij})~C0(U,L) ~ C1(eJ/t,EL) is a 1-cocycle of the total
with the double complex
associated
complex
Now, since
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hence it defines an element of H1(d1s). We call this the deformation class
of the triple (Xe, Le, Se). It is easily checked that it depends only on the
isomorphism type of the triple and that, conversely, any element of
H1(d1s) is the deformation class of a triple (Xe, Le, Se), uniquely determined upto isomorphism.
Q.E.D.

(1.5) REMARK: We look at the two spectral sequences of hypercohomology in this case. The first one yields an exact sequence

The map a attaches to b ~ H0L the triple (X[03B5], L[e], s + be). The map 13
is the forgetful one, sending (Xf, Lf, Sf) into (Xf, L03B5).
To deal with the second one, we use the self-defining exact sequence

The second

spectral

sequence then

gives

where 03B3({~ij} = ({0}, {~ij}), 03B4({bi}, {~ij}) = {bi} ~ H0F, and ~ is the
iterated connecting homomorphism for the sequence (1.7). Note that, if
D X is the divisor defined by s ~ H0L, s ~ 0, one has: Supp(F) =

Sing(D).
A short discussion about notations: If V is a vector space of finite
dimension, we denote as usual by S’V its d-fold symmetric power, i.e.
the quotient space of (8)d V by the subspace generated by the elements of
the type vl Q
Q vd - val Q Q 03BD03C3d, 03C3 E Sd. We denote instead by SdV
the subspace of (8)dV of the elements which are invariant under the
standard action of Sd on ~dV. The natural map ~d(V03BD) ~ (~dV)03BD, given
by the formula 03C91 (8) ... Q Wd, Vl Q (D 03BDd&#x3E; = 03A003C9i, ui&#x3E;, induces a
...

...

...

canonical isomorphism Sd(Vv) ~ (SdV)v.
The main ingredient of this paper is the

following elementary

(1.9) FACT: Any element of H°(S2 TX) - with X as in (1.1) - determines
canonically a linear infinitesimal deformation class both for any couple
(X, L) and for any triple (X, L, s) as in (1.1).
To justify this statement, we recall from [3], Section 16:
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by FnX, n ~ 0, the sheaf of principal parts of order n of
(9,. Similarly, FnX(L) = PnX g) L is the sheaf of principal parts of order n
of sections of L (this tensor product is taken with PnX endowed with its
right module structure over (9x, cf Loc. cit.). We write 03A3(n)L = Diffn(L, L)
= HmOX(PnX(L), L) for the sheaf of differential operators of order n
on L. There is a standard exact sequence (ibid)
One denotes

By tensorization with L and using the functor HmOX( , L),
an

one

derives

exact sequence

We

are

concerned with the

The latter

yields,

for any

cases n

=

1, 2:

couple (X, L),

and, for any triple (X, L, s),

a

a

natural map

natural map

being equal to the composition of the second one with the
forgetful morphism 03B2:H1(d1s) ~ H103A3L of (1.6). The map (1.12) is, by
definition, the first connecting homomorphism of (1.11) and (1.13) is
taken to be, also by definition, the first connecting homomorphism of
the exact sequence of hypercohomology of the short exact sequence of
complexes
the first map

The

image

of

w ~ H0(S2TX) by

the map

(1.13)

will be denoted

w · s ~ H1(d1s).
Composing (1.12)
(1.10) -

duced from

with the forgetful morphism H103A3L ~ H1TX, deand which attaches to (Xe, L03B5) the underlying de-
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formation

(1.16)
For all

X, of X -,

we

get

a

natural map

LEMMA: Write [L] ~ H103A91X the cohomology class of the bundle L.
wEHO(S2Tx) one has: 03BCL(w) = -w ~ [L] + 03BCOX(w).

REMARKS: The symbol wu [L] means cup product, considering
element of H0(~2TX). We shall see in a moment that, for abelian
varieties, 03BCOX 0. (We dont know if this holds for any X as in (1.1)).

(1.17)

w as an

=

PROOF

To make (1.10) and (1.11) more explicit, we recall
local section of 03A3L, its image v in Tx is determined by the
for all a e OX and all 6 e L:

(1.16):

OF

that, if D is

a

requirement,

and, if 03B4 is a local section of 03A3(2)L, its image
the formula, for all a, b E (9x and all 6 E L:

OUi

cocycle

in

S2TX is characterized by

Ui)i~I be an affine open cover trivializing L. Put
L| Ui, and (Jj uij03C3i on Uij. Then [L] ~ H103A91X is given by the 1-

Let U
(Ji:

w

=

=

{duij/uij}.

and let i ~ H0(Ui, 03A3(2)OX) be liftings of w. We may
do so, for simplicity) that i(1) 0. Then
shall
(and
03BCOX(w) ~ H1TX is given by the l-cocycle {ij}, ij = Wj - i ~ H0(Uij, Tx).
We compute 03BCL(w). One defines a lifting 03B4i ~ H0(Ui, 03A3(2)L) of w on Ui by
putting bi(aQi) wi(a)Qi for all a ~ OUi. Then 03BCL(w)~H1TX is represented
by the image {vij} in Tx of the cocycle {03B4j - 03B4i} ~ C1(U, 03A3L). For a ~ OUij
one has, by using (1.18) and (1.19):
Fix

wEHO(S2Tx),

assume

we

=

hence

=
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If X is an abelian
quence (1.11) for L
(9x:

(1.20)

variety, Mvx

=

0. This follows from the

se-

=

the surjectivity of H0(03A3(2)OX) ~ H°(S2 Tx) : a global section of
translation
is
invariant, hence it suffices to lift its value at 0 ~ X to
S2 Tx
an element of 03A3(2)OX(0)
Diffk2k(OX,0, k) and then to propagate the latter,
by translations, to any point of X.

together with

=

2. Polarized abelian varieties

(2.1) We specialize to the case where X is an abelian variety and L is
an ample line bundle on X, of degree prime to the characteristic of the
ground field k.
The isomorphism classes of linear infinitesimal deformations of (X, L)
are known to correspond naturally with the elements of H0(S2TX). We
recall a proof of this fact, in the present context (cf e.g. [11], [12]). The
separability assumption on L amounts to say that cup product with

[L] ~ H103A91X gives

an

isomorphism

the other side, consider sequence

phisms

given by cup product
gives in particular

are

sequence

Imbedding this

in the commutative

H0TX H1OX (cf

[12],

p.

172).

On

(1.10). The connecting homomor[L], hence the cohomology

with -

diagram (cf (1.16), (1.17))

where the top sequence is the obvious one, it follows that
isomorphism, as claimed.

(1.12)

is

an
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(2.2) Given (X, L)
diagram

as

above and

a

section

s ~ H0L,

the

tautological

implies therefore that to any linear infinitesimal deformation (Xt, LE) of
the polarized abelian variety (X, L) there is attached canonically - up to
isomorphisms, cf (1.1) - a deformation s03B5 ~ H0L03B5 of s. We call St the linear
infinitesimal deformation of s "defined by the heat equations". (This terminology seems to be the most appropiate one - compare with (2.12).)
(2.3) It is natural to ask about the geometrical meaning of the deformation s03B5 of s distinguished in this way. To this end we consider the
sequence (1.6); from (1.10) (cf also (2.1)) we deduce that H0OX ~ H003A3L,
hence, taking into account that H’L= 0, sequence (1.6) yields here:

if L gives a principal polarization and s ~ 0, we get
and the heat equations define the unique linear infinitesimal deformation s03B5 of s (up to isomorphisms) attached to the given
deformation (Xe, L,).
In the general case, this is connected with Mumford’s theory of theta
In

particular,

H1(d1s) ~ H103A3L,

structures

(2.5)

([10]):

Let

n:

X ~ B be

an

abelian scheme

over a

k-scheme B, and let

relatively ample line bundle on X, of degree prime to the characteristic of the base field k. Call e 4 X the kernel of the morphism of

fil be

a

abelian schemes

induced by Y. This is a finite étale commutative group scheme
The effective divisors occurring in the systems|L(t)|, t ~ B(k),
k-points of the projective bundle

The group scheme H acts

naturally

on

B.
the

over
are

P, by translations. In fact, P
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represents the functor
scribed

as

on

B-schemes

attaching

to T the set

P(T)

de-

follows. If

is the induced

pullback diagram then, writing 2 T for F*L:

f!lJ(T) = {global

sections of the bundle

P((R003C0TLT)v)} =

}

effective relative Cartier divisors D on XT such .
=

that [OXT(D)] = [LT] in Picx/,(T)

On the other side (cf [10], II, p.p. 76-77, whose notations
a bit) the group scheme Jf represents the functor

e(T)

we

shall alter

global sections a of 03C0T such that

[T*03B1LT] = [LT] in PicX/B(T)}.
=

By attaching to a c- e(T) and D ~ P(T) the element c- Y(T) one
defines an action of the functor e on the functor 9, hence the claimed
action as schemes follows.
The following proposition is inferred from [10]. Since it involves only
a slight variation of the viewpoint of that paper, we could refer (somewhat vaguely) to [10]. However, for completeness sake, we give a full
proof of it. In doing so, we shall use freely notations, definitions and
results of [10]. (If our symbols differ occasionally from the original
ones, this is done to preserve our own ones, previously chosen in this
paper.) A reader not familiar with Mumford’s paper and willing to skip
the technical details below in a first reading, may consult pages 297, 298
of [10], 1 for the essential fact behind this result.
PROPOSITION: Assume that B is connected, and that H is a trivial
group scheme over B (i.e. H ~ H’ X k B, for some k-group H’). Let 0 E B(k);
then:

(2.7)

(a) There is a unique trivialization H H(0) x k B inducing the identity on H(0).
(b) There is an étale cover U of an open neighbourhood of 0 E B, and a
trivialization P|U P(0) x k U inducing the identity on f!lJ(0) and equivariant with (a).
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connected, the trivialization of P|U
determined by these properties.

(c) If

U is

PROOF: Part
over

B

(a)

([10], II,

p.

is clear. As for

(b),

we

as

in

b)

is

uniquely

start with the exact sequence

76)

where G = G(L) and H = .Yf(2) in the notations of Loc. cit. We shall
write also W the functor on B-schemes represented by W (ibid). The
above sequence induces a bilinear map

characterized by the following property (cf [8], p. 222). For any Bscheme T and sections oc, ~ G(T) with respective images a, 13 E Je(T), the
relation eT(03B1,03B2) = -1-1 holds in H0(T, O*T).
Let 03B4 be the type of 2(0) (cf [10], 1, p. 294), and consider, with the
notations of Loc. cit., the k-group H(b) endowed with its natural symplectic structure. We fix a symplectic isomorphism /(0) À H(b). Writing
JelJ H(b) x k B, the latter one extends uniquely to an isomorphism of
group schemes over B, Je =+ A’,â, which (by étaleness and finiteness,
again) is symplectic.
The level structure for 2 gotten in this way can be lifted, locally in B,
to a theta structure. That is ([10], II, p. 78), defining the k-group G(03B4) as
in [10], 1, p. 294, and putting G03B4 G(03B4) x k B, there exists an étale cover
U of an open neighbourhood of 0 E B and an isomorphism of group
=

=

schemes W|U G03B4|U fitting

Here the bottom

row

in the

diagram

is gotten from

([10], 1, p. 294) by base extension, and the right hand side vertical arrow
is the previously defined one. This follows at once, by using the functors
represented by these schemes and imitating the proof of the Corollary at
pp. 294-295 in [10], 1 (cf also [10], II, pp. 79-80).
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For the sake of brevity in our notations, we assume from now on that
U
B, in this proof. We put r R003C0L, a locally free (9,-module of
rank d deg(Y). Let V(b) be the k-vectorspace defined in [10], 1, p. 297,
and put Y.
V(03B4)~kOB. Denote furthermore by V the functor on B=

=

=

=

schemes defined by V(T) H0(T, R’, n YT) (cf diagram (2.6)). The group
scheme W acts on Y (through Je) and this action is induced by a
standard action of the functor W on the functor V (cf [10], II, p. 81). By
Proposition 2 of Loc. cit., p. 80, there exists an invertible sheaf M on B
and an isomorphism of (9,-modules
=

yielding

an

isomorphism

of projective bundles

equivariant with the isomorphism GG03B4, hence with
/ 1 e.. This proves (b).
Part (c) follows from the fact that the only H03B4-automorphisms of Y.
P(V(Ô)’) k B are those given by the action of A.. To see this, consider such an automorphism. This amounts to give an invertible sheaf
JV and an isomorphism

which is

=

of (9,-modules with the following property. For any B-scheme T such
that NT ~ (9T, the induced map

satisfies: for all

(cf [10], II,

p.

~ G03B4(T)

well-defined

U E

H0(T, O*T)

such that

77, for the functor represented by Wa).

It follows that

a

there exists

u

=

~T(),

morphism.

with

The group scheme

homomorphism
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obtained in this way factors through H03B4, yielding a global section of the
dual scheme of Yâ, ~~ Jff(B). By self-duality, this corresponds with a
global section y E H03B4(B). Let U c B be an open set such that Xu -- Wu
and such that y lifts to ~G03B4(U) over U. Then, for all ~G03B4(W), W c U
an open subset, we have (writing a e /à(W) the image of oc):

( ~ 1).ÎW

=

Xw(a). fwa

=

ew«(X, y) - fw dî

=

(-1-1).fwa,

hence

By Proposition 2 of [10], II,

is

multiplication by

a

section

p. 80

again, this implies

that

u ~ H0(U,O*U), hence

Thus the automorphism of 9 lJ we started with is given on U
action of 03B3|U. This ends the proof of Proposition (2.7). Q.E.D.

by

the

Hence 9 carries a canonical flat connection. In particular, it makes
to speak of horizontal sections of P (in the étale topology) and
hence of horizontal deformations of k-points of P.
We claim that the horizontal deformations are given, linear-infinitesimally, by the heat equations (cf 2.12) below). To make this
statement precise, let 0 E B(k) be fixed, write X
X(0), L = 2(0), H
is
let
If
s
E
H°L
an
and
D c- ILI.
A’(0), P = 9(0),
equation for D, there
is a canonical morphism, of Kodaira-Spencer type:
sense

=

=

the following diagram commutative
the usual Kodaira-Spencer map):

making

this, let

To

see

Xe

= gr

(the bottom

arrow

being

Spec k[8] - B be a tangent vector of B at 0, and write
B Spec k[03B5], Le = 2 ~X X03B5. An element of Te(D) mapping to
v:

186
v E T,(O) is given by a section s03B5 E HO Le restricting to s ~ H°L and being
taken modulo units of k[e]. Hence (X03B5, LE, sj so constructed determines
an element of H1(d1s), according to Proposition (1.2). The rest is

straightforward.
The kernels of the vertical arrows of (2.9) are both isomorphic with
H0L/s&#x3E; (cf (2.4)), and they are identified by the above map (2.8). Therefore, if v ~ TB(0) is mapped into w ~ H0(S2TX) by the Kodaira-Spencer
map

In

(cf (2.2)), (2.8) yields

particular,

TB(0)

if the

an

isomorphism

Kodaira-Spencer

map

yields

an

isomorphism

H103A3L, the same holds for (2.8).

(2.11) The latter is e.g. the case, if B is an étale cover of a fine moduli
scheme for separably polarized abelian varieties, PI ~ B is the pullback
of the universal family, and 2 is a relatively ample line bundle on PI
inducing on each fiber the given polarization (cf [9], p. 129, 139, and
[11], Theorem (2.4.1)).

(2.12) PROPOSITION: With the identification (2.10), the horizontal lift
~ TP(D) of v ~ TB(0) is given by w · s ~ H1(d1s) (cf(1.14) for notations).
PROOF: If s’ E H°L is any equation for D’ E P, the image of
s’ ~ H1(d1s’) in TP(D’) is independent of the particular choice of s’. We
denote this image by the symbol w · D’. To prove the proposition, it
suffices to show that w · D is a horizontal tangent vector.
By base change via v : Spec k[8] - B, the B-schemes X, 9 and Je
define k[e]-schemes X03B5, P,,, and He respectively. We denote by L, the line
bundle on Xe obtained in the same way from Y. The group scheme He
is constant, hence Proposition (2.7) applies. Let
w ·

be the inverse of the group isomorphism defined
ions of HE to sections of H.
The horizontal liftings of v E T,(O) define a map

by pulling back

sect-

which, in view of Proposition (2.7), is determined uniquely by the following properties:
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(1) (2.14) is deduced from a k-linear morphism H’(X, L) ~ H0(X03B5, L03B5)
which yields the identity when composed with the restriction map
H0(X03B5, L03B5) - H0(X, L);
(2) (2.14) is equivariant with (2.13).
We claim that the map defined by

satisfies the
To prove

required properties.
(1), we fix an affine open covering U = (Ui)i~I

w ~ H0(S2TX)

of X, and lift

03B4i ~ H0(Ui, 03A3(2)L) for each i E 1. Then w · s ~ H1(d1s’) is
the
given by
1-hypercocycle ({03B4i(s’)}, {03B4j - 03B4i}). The collection of sections
+
(s’Ui) bi(s’)B E H’(Ui [e], (L| Ui)[03B5]) yields a section s’03B5 E H’(X,, Le), and
the k-linear

to

morphism

shows that (2.15) verifies property (1).
To prove (2), let u e H(k), and call u03B5 E H03B5(k[03B5]) its image by (2.13). We
choose an arbitrary u-isomorphism ~ L À L, i.e. an isomorphism of line
bundles making the following diagram commutative

s’ E H°L, s’ ~ 0, defines the divisor D’ E P, then the translate Dü
T*-u(D’) of D’ is defined by sü ~(s’) E HO L.
We define an u-isomorphism 4J’ : 03A3L 03A3L by putting, for any section
of IL: ~’(03BB)
~03BB~-1. The so obtained u-isomorphism of complexes
If

=

=

=

yields

Let

us

an

isomorphism

call for

a

moment p : P03B5(k[03B5]

~ P(k)

the obvious restriction map.
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It follows at
commutative

once

from the

definitions, that the following diagram is

the left hand side vertical arrow being given by the action of Ut.
(Explicitly, if ~03B5 : L03B5 Lt is an u03B5-isomorphism extending ~, the action of
Ut on P03B5(k[03B5]) is induced by the isomorphism H0L03B5 HO Lt defined by
~03B5.)
The commutativity of (2.16) reduces the sought-for equality w · (D’u) =
(w · D’)u03B5 to w · s’u = ~*(w · s’). The latter equality states the commutativity of the diagram

Finally, this commutativity follows from the u-isomorphism of diagrams
of type (1.14) (the definition of 0" being similar to that of 0’):

with the fact that the
translations.
Q.E.D.

together

3. On

a

global

sections of

theorem of Andreotti and

S2 TX

are

invariant

by

Mayer

(3.1) We apply the preceding sections to ideas developed by
Andreotti and Mayer in their paper [1]. Our goal is to extend the validity of their Theorem (cf (0.2) of our Introduction) to positive characteristics différent from 2.
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Let (X, L) as in (2.1); fix s c- H’L, s :0 0, and call D c X the divisor
defined by the equation s ~ H°L. Assume that x ~ D is a singular point of
D, i.e. (d1s)(x) 0. From the commutative diagram (1.14) we infer that
(d2s)(x) factors through (S2TX)(x), yielding a morphism
=

Identifying L(x) with k, this gives an element cox E S203A91X(x) ~ H0(S203A91X).
If x is a point of multiplicity 2 of D, WX is an equation for the projectivized tangent cone of D at x; otherwise cox 0.
=

keep the above notations and assumptions. Let
w ~ H0(S2TX) and let (Xe, Le, Se) be a deformation representing
w · s ~ H1(d1s). Then: there exists a deformation x03B5 ~ X03B5(k[03B5]) of x ~ X(k)
satisfying Se(Xe) 0 if and only if w, 03C9x&#x3E; 0.
LEMMA: We

(3.3)

=

=

PROOF: This is

an

easy local

computation;

we

stress its formal

aspects.
Denote by (1.14) (x) the diagram gotten from (1.14) by replacing the
sheaves by their pointwise fibre at x ~ X. The natural morphism of diagrams (1.14) ~ (1.14) (x) produces a commutative square

By assumption, (d1s)(x) 0, hence e.g. by (1.6), H1((d1s)(x)) is identified
in a natural way with L(x). The upper horizontal arrow in (3.4) then
0 is equivabecomes identified with (3.2), and the condition w, 03C9x&#x3E;
lent with w · s H1(d1s) having zero restriction in H 1((d1s)(x)) L(x).
Let (XE, LE, sj be any deformation of (X, L, s) and let ({bi}, {~ij}) be an
associated cocycle, as in the proof of Proposition (1.2). We keep the
notations of that proof, and assume also that the covering U = (Ui)ieI
yields trivial bundles L|Ui. Then s03B5|Ui[03B5] is given by si + bi03B5~Ai[03B5],
with si s 1 Ui. Suppose xe Uj. Using the isomorphism (Uj)03B5 ~ Uj[03B5], a
section XE E XE(k[B]) restricting to x ~ X(k) is given equivalently by a
tangent vector vx E TUj(x), and the condition se(xe) 0 reads sj(x) +
(vx(sj) + bj(x))03B5 0. Since we are assuming that sj(x) 0 and vx(Sj) =
0, this is equivalent to bj(x) 0, i.e., to ({bi}, {~ij}) ~ H1(d1s) restricting
to zero in L(x).
Q.E.D.
Lemma (3.3) implies, together with Proposition (2.12):
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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(3.5) COROLLARY: Let 03C0:X B, .2 be a separably polarized abelian
scheme, as in (2.5), and assume that -9 c X is a horizontal effective relative Cartier divisor such that L ~ OX(D) ~ M for some line bundle M
on B (horizontality meaning that the section of P ~ B defined by D is
horizontal). Let 0 E B(k), and call X X(0), D = D(0). Suppose that x ~ D
is a singular point of D, and let cox in S203A91X(x) = H0S203A91X be an equation
for the projectivized tangent cone of D at x if the multiplicity of D at x is
2, and cox 0 otherwise. 7hen, calling W c H0(S2TX) the image by the
Kodaira-Spencer map TB(O) H1TX of the projection of TD(x) in TB(O),
~

=

=

~

one

has: W c

03C9x&#x3E;~.

(3.6) REMARK: We keep the notations and assumptions made in this
section. Lemma (3.3) actually implies that, if B is chosen as in (2.11), the
in H0(S2TX) coincides with 03C9x&#x3E;~. A consequence of this
image of
fact is: x (as above) is a smooth point of D if and only if it is a point of
multiplicity 2 of D.
Corollary (3.5) enables us to extend the classical proof of (0.2) to
positive characteristics different from 2. We state:

TD(x)

THEOREM (Andreotti-Mayer, [1], p. 213): Let ig c Ag be the
of the Jacobian locus inside the coarse moduli scheme for principall y polarized abelian varieties of dimension g defined over an algebraicall y
closed field of characteristic p ~ 0, p ~ 2. Call Nk c dg the subvariety
parametrizing principally polarized abelian varieties such that
dim(Sing 8) 2 k. The variety Fg is an irreducible component of Ng-4.

(3.7)

closure

convenient to repeat the original argument of
in detail, adding the necessary complements.
It is known that Fg is irreducible ([2]) and that /g c Ng-4, by the
Riemann Singularity Theorem ([5], Corollary, p. 184) and BrillNoether theory ([7], Théorème, p. 3). Furthermore, the statement is
clear for g ~ 3, hence we assume from now on that g ~ 4. For the sake
of clearness, we make a precision: By dimension of a variety or a scheme
we understand, as usual, the maximum of the dimensions at each point.
We replace sl by a fine moduli scheme A = A(n)g and /g by an
irreducible component f of its inverse image in A (cf [9]; also, for easy
reference, [12], pp. 159-163). Call 03C0:X ~ d the universal family. We
choose n even (prime to the characteristic). In this way we dispose of a
relative effective Cartier divisor 8 c X inducing on each fibre of n a
copy of the corresponding theta divisor: The étale multisection of
PicX/A --+ d given by the symmetric theta divisors is trivial, since X
admits a level 2 structure, and this gives such choices for 03B8.
PROOF: It

seems

Andreotti-Mayer
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We consider 03B8 as a scheme and call i7 c 03B8 the closed subset where the
projection n: 0 -+ W fails to be smooth. For each k ~ 0, let JV k C d be
the closed subset where the fibres of the map

have dimension ~ k. Clearly, X, is the inverse image of Nk c dg in A.
Since any irreducible subvariety of Ag is dominated by any irreducible component of its inverse image in A, to prove the theorem it
suffices to show that the closure J of F in .91 is an irreducible component of Ng-4.
Let f c 1’ c Ng-4 be an irreducible component of %g-4 containing F. We shall see that dim N’ - 3g - 3, and J = 1’ will follow.
The sets Xk C .91 are the images of the closed subsets Yk c Q defined by

hence 1’ is the image by n, of some irreducible component F’ of
!/g-4. For all x ~ N’ we define a linear subspace W(X) c H0(S203A91X) by

putting

The statement about the dimension of N’
follows from the two lemmas below.

(3.8)

LEMMA:

If X EJV’

is

a

(and hence the theorem) then

smooth point

of N’ then TN’(X)

(3.9) LEMMA: There exists a non empty open subset
any X in this subset, dimk W(X)~ ~ 3g - 3.

c

W(X)~.

of N’ such that, for

We endow /7’ and N’ with their reduced scheme
proof, intersections are thought in the scheme theoretical sense. Let U c /7’ be the open set consisting of those points such
that .9l’ is smooth at x and N’ is smooth at X n(x). We claim that
PROOF

OF

(3.8):

structures. In this

=

is

surjective for general x ~ U.
This is clear in characteristic zero. To proceed in the general case,
(a) we start observing that, for general X ~ N’, dim(X n Y’) = g - 4.
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In fact, for all X ~ N’, dim(X n F’) ~ g - 4 and, if X is the polarized
Jacobian of a non hyperelliptic curve C of genus g, dim(Sing Oc) = g - 4
([5], [7], loc. cit.), hence dim(X n Y’) = g - 4.
(b) If x ~ U is such that dimx(X n Y’) = g - 4 and x is a smooth
point of (X n F’)red, then

On the other side, ker(d03C0F’)
TF’(x) n Tx(x), hence the surjectivity of
at
x
as
is
above
d03C0F’
equivalent with TF’(x) n Tx(x) T(X ~ F’)red(x).
(c) Let x E F’ and put X n(x). Choose any local coordinate system
z1, ..., zg of X centered at x, and let F ~ OX,x be a local equation for 03B8 · X
at x. Then
=

=

=

(82f/8zi ôzj)(x) if i j and 2cii = (~2f/~z2i)(x), i
S203A91X(x) is given by

with cij
cox

E

=

=

1,..., g. Thus

for some non zero scalar factor c.
We identify cvx with the symmetric bilinear form which it induces
Tx(x). Let x ~ ff’ be taken as in (b). It follows from the above that

on

hence rk(03C9x) ~ 4. By the lower semicontinuity of the function rk( wx),
this inequality holds for any x ~ F’. On the other side, if X is the polarized Jacobian of a general curve C of genus g, there exist points x in
(X n !/’)red such that rk(03C9x) 4. One way of seeing this is the following:
By Brill-Noether theory ([7], loc. cit.), (X n !/’)red meets the locus
W1g-1 B W2g-1. At a point x of this intersection, we may write Wx 03BE003BE1 03BE203BE3 (by the Riemann-Kempf Singularity theorem, [5], p. 185,
Theorem 2), with 03BE0, ..., 03BE3 ~ H003A91X linearly independent ("Petri’s conjecture", cf [7], pp. 4, 5). Thus rk(03C9x) 4, as asserted.
(It suffices, to our purposes, to prove the existence of just one case in
which rk(03C9x) 4 holds. This could be done alternatively by using nonhyperelliptic trigonal curves - cf Corollary to Proposition 8, p. 212 and
Lemma 4, p. 192 of [1], cf also Lemma (3.9) (a) below.)
=

=

=

=
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Therefore,

at a

general point X ~ F’, rk(wx)

=

4 and

T(X ~ F’)red(x) =

ker(cvx).
(d) Let x ~ U be a point satisfying the latter property and also the
properties of (b). Then d03C0F’ is surjective at x.
To see this, let tl, ..., tN(N tg(g + 1)) be coordinates of A centered
at X = n(x). Choosing suitable functions z1, ..., zg in O~,x we get a
=

system of coordinates z1, ..., zg, t1, ..., tN of X centered

at x. Let f ~ O~,x
local equation for 9 at x. By hypothesis, the functions 8f/ozi, i
1,..., g vanish at F’. Hence, if v E T,,(x), then v(àf/8zJ 0. In particular, for all v Lk Ck(ÔIÔZk)(X) E Ty,(x) n Tx(x), we get:

be

a

=

=

=

i.e. v E ker(wx). Thus T,, (x) n Tx(x) c ker(wx) T(X ~ Y’)red(x), and, by (b)
this proves that d03C0F’ is surjective at x.
Thus, continuing with the proof of (3.7), there exists an open subset
V ~ U, V ~ Ø, such that, for all x ~ V, dny, is surjective at x. Writing X
n(x), we infer from Corollary (3.5) that TN’(X) c 03C9x&#x3E;~ (cf also (3.6)).
Since V is dense in n-1F’ (Reg(N’)), this holds for any X ~ Reg(1’) and
Q.E.D.
any x ~ Y’ n X, hence the lemma follows.
=

=

(3.9): One shows equivalently that dim, W(X) ~ 1 2(g - 2)(g belonging to a certain non empty open subset of X’.
There
exists at least one such X ~ N’: Choose for X the polarized
(a)
Jacobian of a non hyperelliptic trigonal curve C. Examples of such
curves can be constructed by taking curves of bidegree (3, m) with at
most one ordinary double point on a quadric surface. By the RiemannKempf Singularity Theorem ([5], Theorem 2, p. 185), [1], Corollary to
Proposition 8, p. 212 holds for arbitrary characteristics. The result then
follows by observing that (Y’ n X)red certains at least one of the irreducible components of Sing 9c (cf also [1], Proposition 4, p. 199).
(b) For X as in (a), choose a basis cvxl, ..., wXr of W(X), r ~ 1 2(g - 2)(g 3). Replacing 1’ by a suitable irreducible finite extension N", we
PROOF
3), for X

OF

is the fibre above X of a subscheme
M F" = F’xN’N" mapping finitely of degree r onto N". For X’ belonging to an open neighbourhood of X in N", the fibre of M above X’
consists of r distinct points xi, ..., xr and the corresponding forms
03C9x’1,...,03C9x’r stay independent, hence dim, W(X’) ~ dim, W(X). The
image in 1’ of this neighbourhood contains a non empty open subset
of 1’ satisfying the reuiqred property.
Q.E.D.

may

assume

that

{x1, ..., xr}
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